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Abstract 
The contextual references in terms of agricultural production and productivity direct 
a view point towards the production strategy that need to be employed for the 
extension service materials either with the print based materials or electronically 
format materials. The print based materials being cost effective but not reader 
friendly because of high fog index and low conceptualization. On the other hand the 
electronically format materials are at times more amenable for conceptualization but 
cost intensive with reference to the production. The latter employ highly skilled 
technical manpower in the lay out design aspects. The level of interactivity in the 
print based material is almost dismal where as the electronic forms are made with 
built in interactive in order to be useful to most of the audience. An integration of the 
printed text with the e format materials with a make shift arrangement is available 
for the higher and lower capable people.  Further research on the levels of 
interactivity and integration is required so that dow tailing of printed text  vis a vis 
the electronic format , in order to develop materials for the better extension service .  
 

1.0Introduction 

 
In the context of sustainable agricultural development, agricultural 

extension has a very crucial role to play. The tasks and responsibilities 

of extension service will need to be broad-based and holistic in 

contents and scope, thus beyond agricultural technology transfer. Its 

normal task of transferring and disseminating to farmers appropriate 

agricultural technologies and good farm practices would not be 

sufficient. Extension agencies, services, and workers will need to 

exercise a more proactive and participatory role and serve as  
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Knowledge/information "brokers", initiating and facilitating mutually 

meaningful and equitable knowledge-based transactions among 

agricultural researchers, trainers, and primary producers. To improve 

its cost-effectiveness, proper strategies to advocate favorable and 

explicit agricultural extension policies are needed. Modern strategic 

planning and quality management tools and approaches should be 

utilized in developing or restructuring extension organizations or 

institutions. More innovative methods must be developed to identify 

systematically farmers problems and felt needs, and to help formulate  

and set agricultural research agenda based on such needs and 

problems. In short, there is a need to develop and improve the 

conceptual, technical, and operational methods and tools in order to 

strategically plan, efficiently manage, and scientifically evaluate a 

problem-solving, demand-driven and needs-based agricultural 

extension programmes. 

 

The farmer’s knowledge development systems need to have new and 

latest dissipation techniques such as multimedia, selected integration 

of print based text and electronic forms with multiple user option, 

varied learner requirements for empowerment options and integration 

of text with visuals and also with  skip and continue options at learner 

choice are some of the developments. In National Academy of 

Agricultural research management, Hyderabad, work was undertaken 

on development of instructional resources modules for Gender in 

Agriculture where the multiple-choice options were utilized. The 

resource modules in different sectors were text generated and latter 

transformed to electronic format. In order to provide adequate 

commitment and enthusiasm the electronic format was fore run by 

multimedia presentation by voice over picture movement and selected 
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learner options were provided. Present paper deals with the different 

formats of presentation like print and electronic format, the integration 

and interactivity issues are discussed  and the useful tips for utilization 

of this mode and approach for extension service are provided. With the 

entry of varied learner groups in the field of production agriculture the 

optional modes of presentation as adopted in this study can be utilized 

in the extension service. 

 

2.0 Integration and interactivity of print based material to its 

complimentary e-format 

 

Considering the varied interests of high capable and  potential users 

and also the  low level conceptualization learners, the extension 

service providers  have to focus their attention while developing the 

extension strategy. While the print based materials are cost effective 

the e format are cost intensive but considering the cumulative use and 

long term utility, the format has higher application and utilization 

value. Same material when it can be offered in both the formats the 

levels of integration and interactivity are considered as important 

parameters of concern. High content orientation with low visualization 

in print based material as compared to low content and high 

visualization are two aspects of presentation strategy needs to be 

balanced while developing a composite material. 

 

2.1 Reading levels vary from each individual 

 
1. In the extension service when the materials are generated 

adequate care has to be exercised on the reading and 

conceptualization levels of the target groups. They vary from 
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very low reading levels to higher capacity, targeting the 

materials in extension service has to accommodate 

 

2. Materials have to be few and attractive. Written world is different 

and vary from extension service providers to extension service 

receivers. Hence the material has to be from high volumes 

enlarged and elaborate to abridged low volume and less 

descriptive. 

 

 

3. Material intended to extension service need high time for 

preparation and creative and innovative material draw higher 

attention 

 

4. The extension service material need to have graphics, pictures 

and other visualization component and need to develop trust, 

confidence and commitment 

 

5. The material to extension service need to different levels of 

interactivity depend on the readers and service receivers. High 

level of interactivity for the lower reader level receivers to low 

level of interactivity for higher capable reader has to be 

adjudged and both ways judicious balance is required  

 

6. Too many forms, tables, do distract the lower capable receivers 

where as these are essential for higher capable targets. 
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2.2 Material to suit learners variables 

 

Higher capable targets Low level targets 

Material has to be descriptive logic 

embedded and arguments have to 

be on sound  footing 

Material has to have more support 

of graphics, pictures and 

visualization material 

The strength and concrete visuals 

do not add to conceptualization 

Visuals, graphics, pictures more 

so the real life examples add 

value to conceptualization 

Initializing the concepts require 

the depth and insights the 

material is driving to 

Initializing with the field situation 

add for conceptualization 

Repeated reinforcements 

embarrass the readers 

Reinforcements planned with 

intention add to the trust the 

material is intended to 

Propping has a negative impact to 

the readers 

Propping and supporting the 

reader is often required and has 

definite advantage 

Straight disposition of subject 

material enlighten the readers 

Intended discussions active 

learning games demonstration 

enhance the learning 

Too much of variation like colour 

codes, intentional measuring of 

learning activity has negative 

effects 

Numbers of colour codes 

measurement of learning with 

definite periodicity provide/ 

confidence to learners. 

Integration of printed text and its complimentary electronic formats 

has definite advantage to the two distinct groups of learners. The 

printed text obviously provide opportunity to the higher reading 

capability learners when the electronic format having higher 
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visualization is advantageous to lower capable learners. The extension 

service providers have to tailor the material with caution, for the 

above group of learners. 

2.3 Print based material 

Print is a commonly used format and is still often the most popular 

with many target audiences despite the rapid development of 

electronic communication. It is worth thinking creatively about the 

format of the printed material, but keep practicality in mind. It may 

look good but is it a practical size/shape to be photocopied, to be filed 

on a shelf, carried in a briefcase, read on a train? With print you also 

need to think about how many materials you will need and how these 

will be distributed - for further advice see the sections on quantity and 

distribution. 

2.4 Electronic format (eformat) 

Electronic formats are becoming increasingly popular, particularly e-

mail bulletins and newsletters and Portable Document Formats (PDFs). 

Electronic formats are relatively low cost and have many advantages 

such as ease of production and distribution. Once again, it is important 

to decide if an electronic format is the right one for the target 

audience. Ease of distribution with appropriateness of medium is the 

secondary criteria but the pertinence and relevance are two important 

dimensions for the judgement. It is easy to send out e mails en masse, 

but if the e mail is irrelevant or goes to the wrong people, it is just 

more junk mail. 
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3.0 The range of print based materials  

 

The materials that can be used for the print medium are presented in 

the figure 1. In order of the literacy levels and application utilities this 

materials are selectively drafted and designed. At the lower learner 

level the leaf lets and bulletins may be appropriate but at the higher 

learner level the annual reports and presentation material are more 

useful for the enlightened audience. Extension materials can range 

from low to very high conceptualization. Low conceptualization 

materials are leaflets, posters, banners & video. On the order of higher 

side booklets, brochure, folders and press release. When the extension 

materials are backtracked to their origin, viz research summaries, 

publication, annual reports they have a high conceptualization and 

insight development. The same when transformed to make them as 

web amenable, CD ROM converted or presentation material. The lower 
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capable learners can not use them due to lack of basic entry level pre 

requisites.  

3.1 Production strategy of print based material 

The production strategy of the print based material is given in the 

figure 2. right from scheduling to layout design the sequential steps 

need carefrul planning and task completion. 

3.2 Important points for the preparation of good print based 

materials  

The print based material should have committed picture and title and 

small description. It will be good to use strong headlines, sub-headings 

and 'stand firsts' (summary paragraphs in larger print at the 

beginning) to draw the reader in. Use a limited number of clean, 

modern typefaces. Use bold and italic fonts sparingly and for 

emphasis. Make good use of white space and avoid materials that look 

too 'busy' or are too crammed full of type. Avoid overuse of capitals 

and remember that they make the text much harder to read and look 
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as though you are shouting at the reader. Make sure all material is 

accessible for people with disabilities and avoid small type and colours 

that are difficult to read. Give all publicity material a date, contact 

details and if necessary an ISBN or ISSN number.  

4.0 e-format 

As empowering as the above technology may be, words, in both oral 

and printed representations, are fragmentary; one cannot express a 

totality of experience. On the other hand, electronic technology, such as 

computing devices, evoke the mind's ear; that is, we are not limited to 

our own physical organic extensions in experiencing the world around 

us. Electronic communication systems round-out the totality of 

expression and experience of the creator correcting words to entire 

paragraphs in a word. The etext author is literally given carte-blanche 

as there are no physical boundaries to an etext document. Unlike velum 

or paper, page size, justification and document formatting are all user 

configurable parameters.  

Adaptively, etext is content insensitive. From the perspective of a word 

processing system, raw data such as textual information can be 

manipulated and formatted regardless of the type of content. As 

opposed to traditional print media in which such factors as size, binding, 

layout, graphic interpolation, etext is highly manipulative; its virtual 

format can be adapted to many layers of textual organization. At the 

lowest level of simplicity, word processors are capable of performing 

highly sophisticated formatting and print functions. In short, the word 

processor is a complete editing environment, which has restructured 

print culture.  
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Truly, in order to absorb the full impact of etext as a new media, one 

must analyze the surrounding associations to other facets of electronic 

media such as electronic information retrieval, distribution, archival, 

multimedia, navigation, as well as the phenomenological issues. 

Information in the form of unstructured etext arises in many situations: 

news items, brochures, office circulars and memos, scientific abstracts, 

descriptions of projects and employees, literary indexes, and even 

personal notes and memos. Information retrieval systems are 

specifically designed to handle such unstructured collections of text 

information which we will call textbases. These textbase systems are 

different from the conventional database systems in the way they index 

and retrieve the information, and in the kinds of access that they 

permit. Classified as the retrieval of textbased systems: (a) statistical 

(b) semantic and (c) contextual/structural ( AAG 1 ). The first approach 

emphasizes statistical correlations of word counts in documents and 

document collections. Semantic Indexing is another example of a 

statistical method to capture the term associations in documents (AAG 

2). The semantic approach to retrieval characterizes the documents and 

queries so as to represent the underlying meaning. It emphasizes 

natural language processing or the use of artificially intelligent 

inferences.The third approach, also known as "smart" Boolean, takes 

advantage of the structural and contextual information typically 

available in retrieval systems.  

From a commercial perspective, the principle advantage of etext 

distribution is not only to ensure currency, but it also allows users or 

readers to print just what they need, when they need it. Using both 

traditional print material, such as a book, and on-line distribution for 

text material, offers the greatest number of advantages because it 
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dramatically enhances the flexibility of the work as a learning tool and 

consequently expands its market potential. The lure of a "free" 

information is almost irresistible and will generate much media attention 

and word of mouth recommendations.  

Etext systems have evolved from their primitive unary existence into 

multi sensorial environments. Developments in video, audio and spatial 

media provided new ground for etext.  

On a local level, hardware multimedia is also representative of stand 

alone computers. Peripheral devices such as CD-ROMs, high definition 

audio and video cards, scanning devices, pointing devices, and high 

definition video terminals and speakers, create a rich environment for 

etext. A prominent example of the interplay of multimedia software and 

hardware is the Groliers Multimedia Encyclopedia in which etext is 

complimented by motion picture representations and audio clips of the 

content. In this form, etext is not only a metaphor for print but becomes 

an allusion.  

Etext systems provide a rich environment for navigation of textual 

information. The term "Navigation", in the context of popular electronic 

media, refers to the accessibility retrieval and searching of relevant and 

topical information. Navigation of etext systems in both distributed and 

locally available forms, is a crucial evaluative criteria for the assessing 

of etext systems. We must be careful not to confuse navigation with 

information retrieval. Navigating through etext based systems entails a 

symphony of virtual motor skills; that is, navigation, as the term 

implies, must steer one to a desired destination. As such, the end 

objective or the target of a search through an etext document ceases to 

become the focus. Navigation to relevant links, inferences, and bits of 

information, elevate print technology to a higher degree of involvement.  
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5. Factors effecting the collection of print and e formats 

Factors effecting the choice of medium of print & e-formats are 

presented in fig 3. The determinants for the selection of format are 

group, literacy level, conceptualization levels, propose delineation & the 

out come assessment. With the different dimensions out playing the 

selection, choice and identification of appropriate medium for extension 

service material the print medium is cost intensive but require limited 

resources, both in terms of man power and technical capability on the 

other hand the e format is cost effective but employ high resources, 

both technical and man power. The e format development of extension 

material is a group activity may require an apex force to control 

monitor, supervise and direct the activity. 
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6 Attitudinal dimensions with respect to integration and inter 

activity in extension service material 

For higher intellectual, and 

conceptualization subjects higher 

content, low visualization is 

helpful in order to develop 

insights. Lower content with high 

visualization are helpful for the 

lower order learners where the 

entry level behavior is 

inadequate. The different learner 

capability vis a vis the 

conceptualization is presented in 

fig 4. Higher capable people tend 

to use print based material as it has insights and shift to e-formats 

because of novelty, creativity but tend to have low levels of appreciation 

where as the contrary happens in case of low capable people. Lower 

conceptualization further detract them to go into the print material. It is 

desirable to 

provide such type 

of novelty in print 

based material. 

Concrete research 

on learner 

capability and the 

behavioural 

dimension as 

related to content might throw further light on strategy development in 

respect of two modes of presentation. The extent of visualization 
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content, presentation, strategy presentation techniques are the areas 

where the research has to be directed to. The level of interactivity a 

integration are presented in fig 5. The element of interactivity in print 

based material is almost dismal where as there is a scope in e-format 

material. The interactivity if brought into presentation material tend to 

accommodate varied learner groups sustain the interest cooperate with 

learning and limited extent insight development is a distinct possibility 

even in low capable learners. Hence the presentation strategy as per the 

audience is one important determining step in extension-oriented 

material. 

Concrete research on levels of integration interactivity in extension-

oriented material both in print e format is not only necessary but a 

desirable option for proper extension material. 

Summary and Recommendations 

 

1. Integration and interactivity of print based materials and electronic 

materials will cater to the larger audience and have to be Dow tailed to 

each other in order to provide readability to larger audience. The entry 

level and competence level how add to the behavioral dimension.  

 

2. The printed materials will provide better insights on the subject 

matter for the finite areas of extension where as the electronic form of 

materials require the basic entry levels knowledge on the sequential 

steps for the better conceptualization.  

 

3. Various extension materials, which vary from leaf lets to reports, 

are target specific and are with variable readability. In the extension 
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service it is required that these materials are sharply focused for the 

specific targets.  

 

4. Printed materials are cost effective but the readability level is very 

low where as the electronic form of materials have high readability. 

The monitoring of printed documents in terms of fog index is however 

is useful for ensuring the better target reception of the messages 

 

5. The integration of the printed text with the electronic form of 

materials is recommended in ordr that the extension messages are 

reaching more classes of audience. 

 

6. Concrete research is required to be done with a specific and special 

reference  to integration of the printed materials with the counterpart 

electronic form because of specific advantages each of them is having. 

 

7. The cafetaira of printed and electronic form s should be available to 

hhe different group of audience and for near universal applicability  
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newt-thesis/ subsubsection2_5_1_1_1.html, 1997. 
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• Quick and Practical Nutrition Information at 

http://osu.orst.edu/dept/ehe/nutrition.htm This website contains 

information, resources and links for those working with low 

literacy learners. Also, there are 4 short (10 minutes or less!) 

self-study modules to help you learn how to develop more 

readable written educational materials. Each month 2 short (one 

page!) fact sheet (called "NutriFocus") are available on a wide 

array of nutrition topics submitted by Extension educators.  

  

• Clear and Simple: Developing Effective Print Materials for Low-

Literate Readers. This free booklet is available from the National 

Cancer Institute: http://www.nci.nih.gov or call (800) 575 - 

WELL and ask for booklet #95-3594  

  

• Ellen Schuster, Nutrition and Foods Specialist Oregon State 

University, can provide information about obtaining OSU's 

pictorial recipes in English and Spanish. She also has a 

bibliography of materials for the developmentally delayed which 

includes pictorial recipes/cookbooks. Contact her at 

schustee@oregonstate.edu or (541) 737 - 1017.  
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